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Architecture for Education
Case Studies to Inspire Designers
Anne P. Taylor
https://doi.org/10.21606/drs_lxd2021.02.119
This paper presents brief case studies from Taylor’s 50 years plus of collaborative study, teaching,
programming, design, and field work to transform classrooms into studios, playgrounds into learning
landscapes, and to encourage sustainable design as a basis for stewardship. The idea is to inspire and
motivate designers of learning environments to go beyond predetermined square footage and
educational specifications to create schools that are systems for learning based on the
developmental needs of students in a body, mind, and creative spirit continuum. Design becomes a
fulcrum for interdisciplinary learning. Manifestations, learning cues or prompts, are embedded into
the environment itself as teaching tools. A philosophy of “Ecoism” or “Ecosophy” (Næss, 2009)
supports care and understanding of oneself and of one’s relationship to the environment. Clusters of
case studies explore Learning Zones, Reconfiguring the Traditional Classroom, Learning Landscapes,
and Sustainability and Culture. These diverse examples offer a starting point to unleash the divergent
thinking necessary to design well for the success of future generations.

Keywords: School design, classroom as studio, learning environment, manifestations, ecoism

Introduction
Come with me for a walk on a warm, sunny, sandy beach in Mexico. You will see twelve children who are
picking up shells, saving some in their t-shirts and throwing others away. I ask these children, “Why are you
saving some and throwing others away?” They reply, “Because they are beautiful and different, and we throw
away the ugly ones.” I realize in that moment that these young children have an innate power to learn from
their environment and to make critical aesthetic judgments about it. Over the years this beach experience has
led me to wonder what happens when we subject the creative capacities of our children to the cookie-cutter
design and rigid configurations of classrooms where they spend up to eighteen years of their lives. Thus began
a lifelong pursuit of research and design of more supportive learning spaces for students P/K – 12+ worldwide
(see Figure 1).
In my research and practice as a consultant, I have discovered a paucity of aesthetics in our schools as well as
many limitations to the functionality of teacher-centered classrooms (see Figure 2). There are thousands of
classrooms waiting to be morphed into design studios and technology labs where students can study
independently and pursue their own interests such as robotry, videography, filmmaking, circuitry, graphic
design, architecture, engineering, construction, two-and three-dimensional model building, and even musical
composition (Creative Learning Systems, 2021). There are acres of fallow land around schools waiting to
become nature-jogging trails lined with plants for life zone botany study, gardening or studies of light, shade
and shadow (see Figures 3, 4). Above all, I have collaborated with many others through the design process to
answer a deep need in our society to teach our students to care for the environment and for each other.
Architects as well as educators must appeal to the developmental needs of the client—the whole child—across
body, mind and spirit.
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Figure 1. Revelatory shelling beach walk in Mexico 1969: Never underestimate the ability of children to make their own
critical aesthetic judgments about their environment. (Source: sagacious1 2020)

Figure 2. Visual cacophony. One of our visiting architecture students taught fourth graders in this messy classroom. Chaos
and clutter impede embedded or figure ground discrimination in learning how to read. (Source: Taylor 1980)

Figure 3. A familiar sight: dirt and chain-link. Teacher Eeva Reeder once told me: You can’t learn in ugly! (Source: Taylor
1990)
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Figure 4. Pre-K Learning Garden, Cheektowaga, NY. This conceptual drawing from CannonDesign is in direct contrast to the
barren desert playground shown in Figure 3. Each classroom opens to the learning garden maintained by students. (Source:
Kelly Hayes McAlonie, FAIA, MRAIC, LEED AP & Joy Marie Kuebler, RLA, ASLA, CannonDesign 2006)

Architectural Manifestations
My work as teacher and consultant addresses qualitative and quantitative research and development of
selected learning environments in an attempt to offer new models of programming, design, and building of
contemporary schools. Concepts, if built into the physical learning environment of schools, act as cues or
“manifestations” from which students can transform things into thoughts or ideas usually only found in
textbooks. When students become sensitive to the specific nuances of a place, we refer to their awareness as
“the knowing eye.” They learn to visually “read” their surroundings for knowledge and understanding, as
designers do.

Figure 5. Manifestation. ¡Explora! Children’s Museum, Albuquerque, NM. Concept of Fibonacci numbers is incorporated into
shelf-like protrusions on the museum exterior. (Source: Mahlman Studio Architecture and Paul Tatter, former Associate
Director, ¡Explora! 2003)
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The physical environment of any school is a “silent curriculum” or teaching tool for concepts across disciplines.
The environment is actually a three-dimensional textbook (see Figure 5). Meaning lies in student interaction
with rich multisensory stimuli. Manifestations can be “found” objects as sources of study. Even a crack in the
sidewalk is a microhabitat that can be investigated for plant and insect life. Manifestations are also generated
from curricular concepts and standards. A hinge on a classroom door acts as a fulcrum (physics) and allows the
door to swing 90 to 180 degrees (geometry concepts). All building systems including corridors/pathways,
flooring, HVAC, electrical, windows and more can be prompts or cues for learning interdisciplinary concepts.
Similarly, outdoor playgrounds can be transformed into learning landscapes with serenity gardens, fishponds,
bird feeders, orchards, wetlands, seating, pathways, and so much more. Ecologically responsive “green” school
design provides working examples of systems thinking, cycles, and sustainability (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Solar Greenhouse Manifestation at Monte Vista Elementary School teaches concepts of botany, the scientific
method, mechanical systems, alternative energy, and survivor skills of sustaining life outside the self. (Source: Zoneworks.
drawing by George Vlastos 1978)

Ecoism or Ecosophy
Norwegian philosopher and professor Arne Næss coined the term ecosophy to describe a philosophy of
ecological harmony or equilibrium that values not only issues of sustainability but also well-being and diversity
of life. Many others have elaborated on the concept of a new holistic field beyond ecology that explores the
complexity of the relationship between humans and their environment.
I have always encouraged my architecture students to develop and investigate their own design philosophies
to inform their future work. We discuss what is real, true, good and beautiful. As part of that search for guiding
meaning, ecoism or ecosophy plays an important role in forming belief systems for sustainable design. In terms
of ethics, education ultimately should create caretakers of the Earth and culture and inspire kinship with all
things on the planet. Architecture should give back to the Earth rather than deplete it. Beauty lies in
relationships and stewardship, and beautiful design is responsive to and enhances the environment.
Ecologically responsive design reinforces the order in the universe. People are a part of, not apart from, the
environment.
These philosophies inform the following case studies. I examine carefully provisioned zones for learning, ideas
for reconfiguration of the traditional classroom, examples of playgrounds transformed into learning
landscapes, and designs that inspire stewardship and connection. The case studies are not exhaustive, of
course, but the hope is that readers will expand their own versions of the knowing eye to see the limitless
potential in contemporary school design.
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Case Cluster One: Learning Zones
Learning zones are spaces where diverse learning experiences can occur based on different subject matter
disciplines, themes, or ways of learning (multiple intelligences). Students move though the spaces rather than
remaining confined in rigid classroom configurations with desks in rows and the teacher as focus. Often an
open central gathering space provides space for children to come together. Choice and student empowerment
are supported by learning zones. The locus of imagination remains in the child’s mind. Children determine how
to use the space versus predetermined goals of the teacher. The key design take-away is that users flow
through the space. Traffic systems are designed to be fluhttps://doi.org/10.21606/drs_lxd2021. The early
childhood environment is not necessarily literal but can be provisioned with objects to be manipulated and
arranged by learners themselves.

Instructional Environments for Young Children
A pilot study, followed by experimental and replication studies I conducted at Arizona State University, led to a
prototype design based on observations that the children were using multisensory cues to explore and learn
from the environment (Taylor, 1971).
These and other studies rely on a theoretical basis combining research on cognition and concept development
(Piaget & Inholder, 1969); curriculum development embedded in the environmental stimuli (Bruner, 1976);
importance of environment in shaping artistic abilities for production and appreciation (Eisner, 1994); and
from Woodruff’s (1967) work on the significance of objects that surround an individual, how events occur in
which objects take part, and that knowledge is about the real world.
The instructional environments created for the prototype study included concepts or manifestations
embedded in the environmental designs for four distinct multisensory environments (see Figure 7):
•
•

•

•

A soft environment or zone with pastel colors offering a place to relax, muted sound,
psychomotor skill development and concepts of soft texture.
A geometric environment with primary colors with geometric shapes and three-dimensional
forms (math cues), level changes, some of the six basic machines (physics), and encouraging
large muscle development and imagination.
A hard-edge black and white mirrored environment on which to draw, study oneself from
multiple angles, and explore self-concepts, role-playing and dress-up reflecting multiple
cultures. Students also explore science concepts of reflection, refraction, optical illusions,
and infinite space.
An organic environment with round areas (tables, fountain) for hands on experiences in
science, math and art concepts with natural materials, sand and water.

Figure 7. a-d from left to right: a. Soft Environment - soft elements of design (Photo by Charles Conley 1970); b. Geometric
Environment - mathematical cues and forms (Photo by Charles Conley 1970); c. Mirrored Environment - fosters awareness
(Photo by Larry Light 1970); d. Sand and Water Play - what sinks or floats (Photos by Anne Taylor 1970).

Monte Vista Classroom Remodel
I was the lead researcher working with George Vlastos and volunteers for this Southwest Cooperative
Educational Laboratory (SWCEL) project at the Monte Vista School in Albuquerque, NM, which had been built
by WPA labor during the depression. Two adjacent classrooms were joined to create a multilevel open
classroom with activity areas around the perimeter designed for diverse student experiences. High ceilings
allowed development of two levels, as depicted in plan view (see Figure 8). On the upper level, a soft quiet
area and library encouraged a sense of calm. Zones included a soft forum, music area, mirrored area, sewing
and weaving, communications, weather station, and a student study loft. Ground level featured a large open
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area with perimeter activity centers including a science and math area, light table, soft implied stage and
seating with role-play space, listening center, art area, and numerous places for storage for both children and
adults. Desks were replaced with individual, portable fishing tackle boxes for student supplies. A previously
neglected and unused outdoor space adjacent to the south side of the school was expanded with a deck,
playground, a graffiti wall, and a solar greenhouse.

Figure 8. Monte Vista Elementary School plan view. Note levels and zones for diverse activities, space frame table on ceiling
using block and tackle pulley system (physics), and both student and teacher workspaces and storage. (Source: George
Vlastos 1976)

Head Start Classroom of the Future
With a grant from the federal Health and Human Services Department, Architect George Vlastos and I
designed and constructed another early childhood learning environment for use at Isleta Pueblo, New Mexico,
and later at the University of New Mexico. The Taylor/Vlastos Head Start prototype combined the concept of
learning zones with the idea of deployability and flexibility (see Figure 9). Fold-out tables housed in trylon
columns could be deployed to transform spaces into learning zones. The zones could be easily transported and
set up in different classrooms for continuity of learning through many Headstart locations. Metaphoric names
for the zones were:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Nest—a nonliteral multisensory soft environment positioned to be the heart or center of
the room from which all events emanated and returned. This idea was derived from the
sacred nature of the Native American plaza.
The Frame—a spatial relationship zone
The Hearth—a nutrition and cooking environment with an induction cooktop
The Design Studio—An art and design zone with drop-down light tables
Media Center—with computer, drop-down keyboard with headphones and a DVD player
Construction Zone—a building system zone (collapsible and portable)
The Showcase—a mirrored zone for drawing and creative drama
The Museum—book storage, manipulatives and art gallery
Trash Management System—a learning tool for sorting, classifying and recycling
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Figure 9. Taylor/Vlastos Head Start Model. Design for deployable and flexible learning zones housed in pylons. (Source:
Taylor 1980)

Case Cluster Two: Reconfiguring the Traditional Classroom
Much of my work as a consultant involves working with existing classroom spaces and making them more
habitable for learners. These efforts can and often do require student and community input and actual work
on the environments they envision. The goal is to move away from the desks-in-rows, double-loaded corridor
factory model to a more informed, rich physical learning environment and studio.

Conceptual floor plan for Mark Twain Elementary School
At Mark Twain Elementary, I collaborated with local AIA architects to teach the Architecture and Children
Program in public schools. Teachers encountered the limitations of the typical classroom when it comes to
workshop and design learning. In this plan (see Figure 10), a conventional classroom is conceived as a
lab/workshop/studio with individual workstations, large group space, open circulation, task lighting and
significant storage. Key ideas include standing work areas (fewer chairs equals less clutter), bright color
schemes to identify work areas, storage bins on shelves, a meet/build makerspace, and tables away from walls
to allow use from both sides.

Figure 10. Re envisioning the traditional classroom space. Conceptual drawing by Architect Steve Mattern to illustrate the
potential of a makerspace at Mark Twain Elementary School, Albuquerque, NM. (Source: Mattern 2019)
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Integrated Studio Design Model
We developed this conceptual plan drawing to depict what the ideal integrated design studio for any age
learner might look like as compared to the typical classroom (see Figure 11). An adjacent makerspace and
access to the outdoors allow for integrated learning and a softening of boundaries between inside and outside.
Note the interior with drop-down tables, walls to sketch on, supplies accessible to all, a gallery for
presentation, and plenty of natural light. Wide doors open to an outdoor courtyard, shade structure, and
learning studio for landscape design instruction and growing vegetables.

Figure 11. Remodeled Classroom as Studio for all students. Taylor collaborated with Arlo Braun, architect, and Camilla
Kennedy, graphic artist, to design this plan view to suggest ease of flow between indoor and outdoor spaces for learning.
(Source: Braun/Kennedy 2020)

School as Children’s Museum
Children’s museums with their emphasis on active participation and the quality and variety of their displays
can be strong models for the learning spaces of the future. While working on schools with HOK architects in
Alaska, George Vlastos and I were asked to design with the local AIA a museum exhibition of Architecture and
Design for children. The highly manipulative exhibit taught not only elements of architecture but also included
signage scaled to children, and nerf balls positioned to reveal what it is like to be inside certain architectural
spaces: domes, vaults, pyramids, arches and more. Tensile structures were manipulative (see Figures 12, 13,
14).
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Figures 12, 13, 14. Museum quality. Views from the Taylor/Vlastos Phantasmagorical exhibit in Alaska. Children actively
engage in the environment, learning concepts as they would in a children’s museum with hands-on experiences, child scale,
and high-quality signage and display. (Source: Photographs © Paul Warchol 1985)

Case Cluster Three: Learning Landscapes
Our school playgrounds are often barren and wasted places devoid of interest. The learning landscape
transforms these neglected areas into multi-use places for experiences across body, mind, and spirit. Site
analysis and developing the new landscapes also are excellent projects for student involvement and for gaining
knowledge of their school life zone
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Stockton Farm
Some learning landscapes can take the form of agricultural and farm study campuses. In this sense, the entire
school setting acts as one large operational manifestation for learning. At a student programming and design
session with 100 students in Stockton, California, we learned that the teenagers were adamant, “Don’t give us
another high school!” These three concept drawings by architect Steven Bingler at Concordia LLC (see Figures
15, 16, 17) are the result of students’ visions for a working farm and environmental study area. The concepts
respond to the students’ cry: Make our education real!

.
Figures 15, 16, 17. Conceptual images of a working farm and environmental study center on the San Joaquin Delta as high
school for Stockton, CA. Top: a barn as learning environments. Middle: Aerial view. Bottom: School as farm. During the
antecedent planning process students insisted: Make our education real! (Source: Concordia LLC - Wolff, Lang & Christopher
1994)
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All Indian Pueblo Council School in Santa Fe, New Mexico
As part of programming, my colleagues and I developed a “day-in-the-life” scenario to support the Pueblo
vision and master plan for a new boarding school. In this narrative, we followed a student through his
experiences at the school as he moved through the campus site, which is informed by the Pueblo connection
to the land, the sacred mountains, the sun and the seasons. The learning landscape shown here (see Figure 18)
supports ties to community by incorporating field learning relevant to Pueblo life and culture.

Figure 18. Pueblo vision. Santa Fe Indian School grounds and sketches. Learning landscape design with cultural and
practical significance for New Mexico Pueblos. (Source: Van H. Gilbert Architect and Flintco Construction Solutions. Sketches
by Kent Blair 2004)

The Playscape
I include this playscape as an example of my long-time experiences as a professor of young designers who have
special insight for what children might need in an outdoor learning environment. Alex Maloy, freshman
architecture student at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, was asked by his professor to design an outdoor
early childhood classroom. Maloy’s research showed that many children do not spend enough time outside.
His answer to this need was a protected structure designed from concrete with plenty of foliage, personal
spaces, and some interactive group spaces (see Figures 19, 20). It is a protective space in which to climb, play,
have treasure hunts, have fun with friends, be close to nature, and breathe fresh air.
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Figures 19, 20. Getting outdoors. Two views of architecture student Alex Maloy’s playscape for young children. (Source: Alex
Maloy, Architecture Student, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Class of 2025, 2020)

Case Cluster Four: Sustainability and Stewardship
The final group of case studies shows how physical learning environments can serve as working models that
teach principles of sustainability, support culture through design, and highlight interconnectedness.

The University of New Mexico School of Architecture and Planning
This design is replete with salient manifestations from which architecture students can learn how a sustainable
building should be designed and constructed, from massing, use of daylight, water, materials, and exposed
mechanical and structural elements (see Figures 21, 22).
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Figures 21, 22. George Pearl Hall, School of Architecture and Planning, University of New Mexico. Antoine Predock, FAIA and
Jon Anderson, FAIA. Sustainable concepts enable students to learn from the building itself. ((source: Photographs by Kirk
Gittings 1999)

Pueblo of Isleta Head Start and Child Care Center
This facility is a journey into Isleta Pueblo’s myths and traditions. A circular multipurpose space has a dome
skylight, cardinal directions embedded in the ceiling skylights, and cultural pathways in the floor (see Figure
23). The spiritual and uplifting design reveals an understanding and appreciation for interrelationships
between terrestrial, celestial, cosmic, and human worlds.

Figure 23. A Native American Head Start School at Isleta Pueblo, New Mexico. Janet Carpio designed this project as her
master’s thesis, researching Pueblo history to establish cultural precedent for the school. Pictured is the circular
multipurpose space with natural light from a dome skylight. (Source: Carpio, Photograph by Kirk Gittings 2004)

Bi-National Border Academy
To conclude, I have selected this design thesis from Antonio Aranda III, a postgraduate student of mine from
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the School of Architecture and Planning at the University of New Mexico (see Figure 24). This culturally
sensitive design would link two border towns of Columbus, NM, and Palomas, Mexico, through a mirrored
campus. The school would be open to students from both countries. Environmentally responsive elements are
a wind farm, orchards, gardens, retaining ponds and much more. Breaking down the boundaries that keep us
apart will result in designs that celebrate our similarities while creating a new whole that is greater than the
sum of its parts.

Figure 24. Bi-National Border Academy site plan view. An uplifting design solution from UNM graduate student Antonio
Aranda III, who used his own background of living in the New Mexico/Mexico border town of Columbus to imagine a
cooperative and hopeful alternative to the idea of a border wall. (Source: Aranda 2007)

Discussion
The following is a short discussion on programming of schools, with a few starting points for approaching the
design of contemporary learning environments and generating ideas that serve the developmental needs of
clients, our children P/K through 12+.
•

•

•

Study the developmental psychology and stages of development of the client in the areas of
body (multisensory and health), mind (knowledge and concept formation) and spirit
(creativity and aesthetics) as the organizers for design thinking and translate them into
habitability levels of design elements (Taylor, 2009, p. 134). (How does your design support
the whole child?)
Brainstorm how to manifest or embed, where possible, educational concepts or standards
from science, technology, engineering, art, language, math and history into the architecture
of a school (such as east-facing windows for tracking the sun’s movements).
How might designers incorporate the philosophy of ecosophy or ecoism as the basis for
sustainable design decisions for students, teachers and community? What other philosophies
underpin your design work?
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